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THE CAT'S MEOW

The 41st Annual Pet Fair
was fun for pets and their
owners - SEE VARIETY,A9
DINING

Tl EMEANS DRY
FOR VINEYARD

Summit looks
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at U.S. economy
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Florida is 'rockin' and rollin"
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Staff Writer

Victim Services collects cell
phones for those at risk of abuse

The Florida International
Summit April 16 served as a
critical assessment of African,
Latin American, Asian and
Middle Eastern global markets.
Speakers at the event, which
was held in the Grand Ballroom of the Fairwinds Alwnni
Center,
included
The
W ashi.ngtonPost columnist Jeffrey Birnbaum; International
Business Machines Corp.;
Sandra Johnson, senior technical staff member and an assurance architect for IBM Systems
and Technology Group; and
Q!.Ibad Talabani, the Kurdistan
regional
government
representative in Washington,
D.C.
John Adams, the CEO of
Enterprise Florida Inc., opened
the summit by reassuring the
more than 400 audience members that "the sky is not falling''
and "Florida is rockin' and
rollin'."
Adams said that there is
nothing that cannot be exported
"I have exported an icemaker to Iceland, sand to Egypt and
tumbleweed to Japan," he said
Adams listed components
to Florida's principal economic
development, which included:
global branding, promoting
exports, inbound investment,
foreign and domestic direct
investment, increasing economic opportunities for Florida's citizens and businesses,
public-private partnership, and
the replacement of the Department of Commerce in 1996.
Business major Tyler
Basich commented on how the
financial and economic status
of other underdeveloped coun-

KARI WILBERG
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Tisbury, Mass. voters, it seems, are split
on whether to allow restaurants in town
to put beer and wine on the menu.
Exactly split. Aballot question on
whether to allow sales of alcohol at
restaurants and inns in the Martha's
Vineyard community tied 690-690. If it's
a tie, the place stays dry.

MISHAPS

YOU SNOOZE,
YOU

LOSE!
Atow truck driver unknowingly hauled
away a car with a 7-year-old asleep
before returning the vehicle minutes
later and speeding away, police said.The
panicked parents of the missing boy
watched the driver hurriedly unhook
their car and take off. Fidel Retana Jr., 23,
was pulled over a short time later and
arrested on child endangerment charges.

''I

Staff Writer

had been gone from my apartment no more than three
~utes, and when I entered, the rapist immediately
Jumped from around the corner and started attacking,
basically beating me into submission," Kellie Greene

said
She said she yelled at him to stop and told him that she had
money on the counter from waitressing earlier that night.
When he said, 'Tm not here for your money," she said she knew
exactly what would happen next.
"He kept yelling at me not to look at him, and he pulled my
sweater up over my head," she said "I clutched it to my head
to stop the bleeding, trying not to lose consciousness."
Greene said he got up periodically during the rape and
walked into the kitchen.
''Every time he came back, I was scared he would come
back with something to rape me with," Greene said. "One
time, he came back with dishwashing liquid to pour inside of
me to contaminate any DNA"
On Jan 18, 1994, Kellie Greene was raped, and she spent the
next three years of her life in counseling.
David Wallace, director ofthe UCF Counseling Center, said
rape may occur at one end ofthe spectrum as a single instance
committed by a stranger or an acquaintance with the potential
ofleaving long-lasting, negative effects on the person who has
been raped
Wallace said the other end of the spectrum is a pattern of
interaction in which a person repeatedly forces sexual activity
on another. Wallace said this can occur between two college
students dating.
He said dating violence, which can involve rape, may start
when people have been together for briefperiods oftime. He said
that dating violence may also begin later in a relationship and that
PLEASE SEE
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Crisis Intervention
AROUND CAMPUS,A2

UCF HOLDS SYMPHONY
OF DANCE TONIGHT
FROM 8 P.M. TO 10 P.M.

,.

UCF's Annual Dance Concert will be
held today through Sunday from 8
p.m. to 1Op.m. at the Orlando
Repertory Theatre in downtown
Orlando.The event will feature guest
artists and much more.

Speaker addresses
Fla. conservation
KATIE DEES

CASE CONTAINING
PERSONAL RECORDS
STOLEN FROM UM
School officials say confidential
infonnation of tens ofthousands of
University of Miami patients was
stolen. UM says someone stole a case
last month that had the infonnation
on computer tapes. The infonnation
contains names, addresses and more.

NATION & WORLD, A4

EXTRA PROTECTION
REQUIRED FOR THE
OLYMPIC TORCH
Runners carried the Olympic flame
Thursday along a heavily guarded route
through central New Delhi,protected by
about 15,000 police who keptTibetan
exiles and other anti-{hina protesters
from disrupting the ceremony.
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Contributing Writer

Environmentalist
Bill
Belleville spoke about the need
for more nature conservation in
Florida and about its waterdriven legacy on Tuesday in the
UCF Library.
''There's still an awful lot in
Florida We are losing 20 acres
an hour to development,"
Belleville said ''Florida has 27
percent of its land protected,
but if we don't continue to buy
natural land, in the next 40 to 50
years, we will only have the 'l:l
percent that we have now."
Belleville said that Floridians
must also understand why they
need to preserve Florida's natural land
''The springs are the places
we need to be concerned
about," he said ''They are the
windows into our aquifer, and if
we don't protect the place
where the springs come from,
they will eventually run out of
water."
But protecting natural
springs is not enough, Belleville
said He said there needs to be
more conservation of the land
around springs since much of
what fuels Florida's springs,
rivers and wetlands are underground in the aquifer.
''The one element that helps
defme Florida is water,"
Belleville said "People came

here and saw swamps and
marshes and didn't understand
it. It was water that bound us
together and what makes Florida what it is today."
Belleville stressed that the
essence of Florida could still be
preserved for future generations.
"There's something about
that experience in being outside
that comes from our childhood
that draws us back with curiosity:' Belleville said
He described seeing the Silver Springs in Florida for the
first time in a glass bottom boat
and the clarity of the water.
"Florida has at least 1,000
springs, more than any other
region in the entire world,"
Belleville said
Belleville also expressed his
love for the animals who live in
and around the springs and
rivers.
"God is in the details,"
Belleville said ''The rea1frrmationabout being in nature is seeing what people saw hundreds
and thousands of years ago."
He described the culture
surrounding Florida's rivers. He
said the rivers allowed nomadic
people to stay in one place long
enough to call it their own. 'Ibat
is the cultural richness that
rivers create over time, he said
''We understand nature
PLEASE SEE
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Charged with sharpening the
university's international focus, the
Global Perspectives Office emerged at a
critical juncture in U.S.and world
history. Although not established in
.response to the September 11 tragedy,
the office nonetheless has had to
contend with a rapidly changing global
realm in which terrorism and other
challenges proliferate.
tries compares to the U.S.
"[The comparison] gives us
more of an incentive to open
up global markets, which contributes to productivity and
growth on the domestic front,"
Basich said "It gives [the U.S.]
a chance to capitalize on jobs
and profit from companies,
which benefits both [countries], kind of like a two for
one."
Sandra Johnson elaborated
on the African global market
economy, which she described
as a rich, complex mosaic.
"Africa represents a relative
blank slate in terms ofeconomic entrepreneurship, which
sets the stage for rapid development," she said. "Africa
seeks enablement, not charity."
Conversely, McCoy represented the Latin American
business environment, outlining the good news and the bad
news with accompanying
graphics.
McCoy said the good news
is the presence of economic
fundamentals and a more balanced and stable political environment. However, the bad
PLEASE SEE
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g to find balance
Nursing students invest time in clinicals, classes
KRISTY VICKERY
Contributing Writer

LOCAL &STATE, A2
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Advocates are available 24 hours a day to assist victims by phone, or to respond to the scene of a crime. To contact an
advocate after hours call (407) 823-5555. Please give your first name and a phone number where the advocate can
contact you. Advocates can provide crisis counseling and emotional support along with other resources as needed.

OFFICE OF GLOBAL
PERSPECTIVES

It is 2 a.m. and Cannen Salcedo's alarm clock is already
going off.
Salcedo, a 26-year-old UCF
nursing student, knows it will
be a long day. In order to get
everything in her day accomplished, she must wake up
when some UCF students are
just getting to bed.
Salcedo is one of the nursing students at UCF struggling
to fmd a balance between the
rigorous demands of long
hours spent, not only in the
classroom, but outside the
class performing long clinical
hours, while still managing to
fmd the time for her own family.
Salcedo said she wakes
up early to do homework
and study, so when
she
comes
home
from
school she can
spend
more
time with her

family.

"From 2 to 4
I do
homework and
study, from 4 to
5, I work out,
and from 5 to 6,
I get ready for
school," Salcedo
said '~d then
when I get
home
from
[am.],

school I take care of my
daughter so my husband can
have a break."
Lisa Smith, an instructor in
the College of Nursing, said
that clinicals give students a
chance to get hands-on experience by administering patient
care.
"Students are responsible
for patient care, but are supervised by; instructors," Smith
said "They are carefully guided through their clinicals."
Smith, who teaches seniors
in the program, said students
are required to perform 168
clinical hours their last semester and as
they

move up in the program, their
responsibilities in patient care
increases.
She also said professors try
to tell students about the
expectations ofthe program at
orientation, and advises students do not work more than
16 hours a week while in the
program.
"[The program] is quite
strenuous," Smith said "Students have to be careful and
schedule time accordingly."
Shogun Lugo, a 29-year-old
UCF nursing graduate, said
time management is the key to
succeeding in the program.
"I would devote half the
week to clinicals and the other
half to work," Lugo said
Lugo is now a registered
nurse with his bachelor of
science degree in nursing
from UCF. He now
works at Orlando
Regional
Medical Center and said he
remembers
how important
it was to stay
focused while
in the program.
"You have
to stay goalorientated and
prioritize projects,"
Lugo
said.
"You
can't wait until
PLEASE SEE
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News and notices for
the UCF community

UCF holds Symphony of Dance
UCF's Annual Dance Concert will be held today through
Sunday from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. at
the Orlando Repertory Theatre
in downtown Orlando.
The event will feature guest
artists, Voci Dance Company, as
well as works choreographed by
UCF students and faculty. For
more information, call 407-8231500.
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Engineering students complete human-powered vehicle

The (.entrol Rorida Future is the independent, studentwritten newspaper at the University of Central Aorida.
Opinions in the Future are those of the individual
columnist and not necessarily those of the editorial staff
orthe University administration. All content is property of
the CentralRorida Future and may not be reprinted In part
or in whole without permission from the publisher.

MICHAEL DENNIS
Contributing Writer

Diversity film series starts today

Every year, the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers hosts a competition
for engineering programs
around the country. Each
team has the task ofbuilding
a human-powered vehicle
(HPV) that can be piloted
by one person and can be
put through numerous tests
and trials.
UCF team put its final
design on display in the
Engineering
Building
Tuesday, giving UCF students a chance to see - and
ride - a project that has
Radio Club meeting today
been in development since
The Amateur Radio Club
the
beginning of fall semeswill be holding a regular meetter.
ing today from 5:30 p.m. to 7
The HPV is a large,
p.m. in Room 456A of the Engihuman-powered
tricycle
neering Building. For more
encased inside a shell. The
information,
contact
shell is made to contain the
ssdarc@mmae.ucf.edu.
rider and not only be pleasing aesthetically but reduce
wind and drag forces on the
bike and its pilot.
This year's model has a
, shell made of a single layer
of carbon fiber Kevlar composite. This allows for a
much lighter vehicle, overKeep local with headlines
all.
you may have missed
Last year's shell weighed
more than 20 pounds, while
Case containin9 personal records
this year's shell design was
stolen from University of Miami
12
pounds. The total cost of
MlAMI - School officials say
this new, state-of-the-art
confidential information of tens
shell, which the team built
of thousands of University of
from scratch, was $750.
Miami patients was stolen.
"The top hatch opens up,
UM says someone stole a case
COREY MAYNARD/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
so the rider gets in through a Drew Gillespie and Diane Vazquez, members of the UCF human-powered vehicle design team, stand behind the 2007 model of
last month that had the informaLamborghini-type door," the team's HPV Tuesday. The vehicle will be entered in the American Society of Mechanical Engineering's annual HPV contest.
tion on computer tapes.
The information includes , said Drew Gillespie, the
team's leader. "It's pretty roll bars. Roll bars are now Jehlen helped riders into the has been improved. As peonames, addresses, Social Security
required because a rollover machine, which was elevat- ple of all different heights
cool."
numbers or health information
But the shell isn't the scenario has been added to ed to record each person's tried out the frame, it could
Anyone who was a patient or vishighest speed. Top male and be adjusted to accommoonly upgrade that was on the 2008 competition.
ited an UM -facility since Jan. 1
The
gears
and
chain
female speeds for the day date their bodies. The frame
display
at
Tuesday's
show1999 may be affected
case. Since September, work are like those on a received $20 gift cards to can now be adjusted to hanUM says it will notify 47,000
when the engineers started bike, and in trials, the frame Best Buy, donated by HPV dle a rider from 5 feet to 6
patients by mail whose records
on this year's project, one has obtained speeds up to team members as a way to feet 1 inch.
may have included credit card or
As the pieces have all
group was put in charge of 64 mph. Those results are generate more interest and
other financial information.
further
test
the
vehicle.
come
together, two semesnot
realistic
in
the
real
the
shell
while
the
other
The university had computer
"We really wanted peo- ters of work have finally
group, the frame team, had world, but the team expects
security experts try to access
to improve on last year's 28 ple to dig in and ride hard," come to fruition The Engito find a way to power it.
data from a similar set of backup
mph with a speed in the 30s Jehlen said. "This way, if neering Building showcase
While
~
g
to
improve
tapes. But the school says the
this
year.
there is a design flaw, it was a chance for people to
on
last
year's
second-place
experts concluded it would be
"If we were to get a rider shows up now instead of at see how the engineers apply
design, the team also had to
difficult to get ''usable data from
make sure the rider would with bicycle training, we the competition at the end their knowledge to a craft.
the tapes."
With the American Socihave full pedaling and could possibly get 30 to 40 of the month."
mph," Gillespie said.
Carrie Wolkofsky, who ety of Mechanical Engineers
breaking control.
Mother and son die, father injured
On Tuesday, the frame tried it out for herself, HPV competition happenThe frame, which resemduring fire at mobile home in Lutz
ing next week in Madison,
bles a reclining folding chair was separated from its shell described her 31 mph ride.
LUTZ - A fire in a mobile
Wis.,
last-minute preparato
give
passersby
and
those
"It's
kinda
hard
to
start
with
pedals
on
the
end,
home north of Tampa that killed
looking
to
get
a
little
exerup
a
rhythm,"
she
said.
''But
tions
and
adjustments are
boasts
numerous
improvea 4-year-old boy has claimed his
ments. Among these are cise a chance to try out the once you get going, it gets being made to UCF's
mother's life, too.
easier. It was fun"
already improved humanincreased safety additions machine.
Authorities say 37-year-old
Lead
engineer
Paul
The
seating
frame
itself
powered
vehicle.
such
as
safety
belts
and
new
Crystal Dooley died Wednesday
from injuries from the blaze. Her
son, Gabriel Pita, was also killed
in the early morning fire that
scorched their trailer in Lutz.
The boy's father, Mariano
Pita, was also burned and
High:85°
TODAY IN DETAIL
remains in critical condition.
Today: Sunny with a high near 82.
MOSTLY SUNNY
Low:64°
The cause of the fire remains
SUNNY
Calm wind becoming east southeast
under investigation. Officials say
between 5 and 10 mph.
they hope Mariano Pita will
Tonight:
Partly cloudy. Southeast
High:8S 0
recover enough so that they can
High:82° wind petween 5 and 10 mph, with
speak to him about what hapMOSTLY SUNNY
Low:6S 0
Low:62° gusts as high as 20 mph. .
pened

NEWSROOM:?(

Office of Diversity Initiatives
will be hosting a series of
movies called The Color of Fear
in Room 209 of the Business
Administration Building. The
first in the three-part series will
take place today from 1:30 p.m.
to4:30p.m..
The film will provide a
powerful look at the impact of
race and sexual orientation on
the lives of eight men of different ethnicities. For more information,
contact
medavid@mail.ucf.edu.
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What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Student loan trouble may
hurt Sallie Mae lending ability
WASHINGTON - Sallie
Mae cannot write money-losing student loans indefinitely.
Top executives are holding
"daily deliberations" about
just how long the nation's
largest student lender can
afford to sacrifice its bottom
line for the sake of collegebound Americans, Sallie Mae
CEO Albert J. Lord said
Thursday.
Experts said that, unless
the government intervenes or
market conditions rapidly
improve, Sallie Mae could
have no choice but to stop
writing new federally backed
loans.
House lawmakers on
Thursday approved a measure to boost the availability of
credit for Sallie Mae and
other student lenders, and
analysts believe the 'Treasury
department could act as soon
as next week.
Sallie Mae lost $104 million in the first quarter as it
grappled with higher borrowing costs, restructuring
charges and other factors,
though Lord said in a conference call with ~alysts that
the company would not lower
its full-year earnings target.
Shares of the Reston, Va.based company climbed 9
percent
Thursday,
but
remained 70 percent from last
summer.
Even though the majority
of student loans are highly
rated and carry a federal
guarantee, investor demand
for securities backed by these
assets has plummeted, a sign
of just how nervous investors
are about securities backed
by mortgages, student loans
and other debt.
Bank of America Corp.
said Thursday it would stop
private student loans, but
continue offering government-backed loans.
On
Wednesday, Citigroup Inc.
said its Student Loan Corp.
subsidiary will temporarily
stop issuing loans to students
at schools where profits have
not been satisfactory.
-ASSOCIATED PRESS
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The Olympic torch relay is passed between unidentified sportsmen in New Delhi, India,
Thursday. Indian authorities sealed off the center of the capital to keep protesters away.

Extra protection n!quired for the
Olympic torch while in India

School shooting in Finland was
planned months in advance

NEW DELHI - Runners
carried the Olympic flame
Thursday along a heavily
guarded route through central New Delhi, protected by
about 15,000 police who kept
Tibetan exiles and other
anti-China protesters from
disrupting the ceremony.
Much of New Delhi's
leafy British colonial-era
center was sealed off to traffic and pedestrians in some
of the tightest security ever
seen in the capital.
To avoid the chaos that
has marked the torch runs in
London, Paris and San Francisco, Indian authorities cut
the relay route to less than
two ~es. That meant each
of the 70 runners in the relay
could jog with the flame for
only a few seconds before
handing it to the next person.
The torchbearers were
surrounded by rings of jogging security forces as they
ran from the presidential
palace to the historic India
Gate monument, where an
Olympic cauldron was lit.
Several buses of police followed the runners, who
included tennis star Leander
Paes.
The public was allowed
nowhere near the relay, and
crowds amounted to just
several hundred young people sitting on bleachers
wearing T-shirts of an
Olympic sponsor, CocaCola, and several hundred
members of India's Chinese
community.

HELSINKI, Finland - A
student who shot and killed
eight people and himself at a
school in Finland last year
planned the attack for
months, wanting to create
"massive destruction and
chaos," police said Thursday.
The 18-year-old gunman
described himself as a
demigod in diary entries
released as part of a 2,000page police report into the
high-school massacre that
shocked this quiet Nordic
nation on Nov. 7.
''He wanted to kill as many
as possible," said Detective
Superintendent Tero Haapala, who led the investigation. "There was no indication that anyone knew about
his plans or that someone else
was involved in planning or
encouraging him."
Pekka-Eric Auvinen chose
his victims randomly, killing
eight people within 15 minutes in a rampage that he foreshadowed in Internet postings a half-hour before the
attack.
Described as a shy loner
by fellow students, Auvinen
had been teased at school and
occasionally took medication
for anxiety, police said. He
was an avid Web surfer and
visited sites promoting violence.
Police said Auvinen had
expected to die in the attack,
which he named "Main
Strike," and had planned it for
at least eight months.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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it can be quite common among
college students.
UCF Victim Services is running a cell phone drive to collect cell phones and distribute
them to people who feel unsafe
in their homes. These cell
phones do not have service
plans but can call 9ll.
'We work with students,
faculty and st:afl;" said Michelle
Quinones, a victim advocate
with Victim Services. "If they
come and ask us for services,
that is something we offer to
anyone who doesn't feel safe or
have access to phones."
Qµinones said the service is
free, but sometimes people
decline because they already
have a cell phone. She also said
many people who need them
may not get them
''People who come to us for
help are a very small percentage
of people who are in abusive
relationships," Qµinones said
Qyinones said that for as
many cell phones as UCF Victim Services collects, they get a
certain percentage of money
back to the program from
those funds. She said this
allows Victim Services to help
crime victims even further.
Victim Services offers crisis
intervention, emotional support and practical assistance.
She said these services are
available to all members of the
UCF community who may be
victims or survivors of crime,
violence or abuse, on or off the
UCFcampus.
Lauren Walker, Central
Florida donations coordinator
for the 911 Cell Phone Bank,
said she worked with a domestic violence shelter in Osceola
County and whenever victims
would leave, they would
always give them an emergency cell phone.
Walker said one victim left
the shelter and discovered her
attacker had been following
her. Walker said she was able to
use the phone to call 911, and

the attacker was arrested.
"Over the course of two
years, UCF has gotten 1,5ll cell
phones," Walker said. ''That's
nothing compared to what's
out there, and if you think
about it, college students are
the ones hip with technology. I
would think they are upgrading their phones more than
most."
Wallace said some of the
most difficult types of violence
to deal with, whether rape or
other types of abuse, are those
committed by acquaintances,
because of the significant psychological damage, which can
also lead to social problems
later.
"People have had their
whole circle of friends broken
up over it," Wallace said
Wallace said a lot of
acquaintance rapes involve
alcohol or date-rape drugs, and
sometimes, people who have
been raped under these cirClllll$tances have limited or no
memory of the rape.
He said that just because
someone doesn't remember
the act, that does not mean
there was not any psychological damage done.
"Sometimes, there's a possibility of body memory,"
Wallace said. "A person who
has been raped while under the
influence of alcohol or another
drug may not consciously
remember what happened, but
it comes back to them in a later
consensual sexual situation,
where the person has bodily
reactions and unexpected
emotions and doesn't understand why this reaction is happening."
Wallace said, in any case of
violence, it is very important
for the person to get help in
counseling and talk to someone on a regular basis.
"I was in counseling for a little over three years," Greene
said. 'Tm glad I did the counseling and really worked on the
healing part of it."
Wallace said that medical

attention is the most important
immediate concern after the
rape, followed by long-term
counseling.
In cases of rape, Officer
Jeannette Emert of the UCF
Police Department said victims should not take a shower
but should immediately call
the police and file a report. She
said that she understands the
process to prosecute is timeconsuming and emotional
"It's a personal choice,"
Emert said "You can have a
rape test done without having
to report to the police."
Emert said that this way, a
victim can report the rape
months later and still have
DNA evidence on file.
Both Qµinones and Wallace
confirmed that UCF Victim
Services and the Counseling
Center have privacy standards
and will not force victims to
report to the police and will
keep shared information confidential
''It's a memory I will always
have, and it's a bad memory,"
Greene said. "Through the
healing process and the counseling, I was determined to not
let it define who I was."
Greene started Speaking
Out About Rape Inc. in 1999,
which has different programs
designed to help survivors during the healing process. More
information about SOAR is
available at the Web site,
www.soar99.org.
''You feel so lost and empty
and alone," Greene said ''Life
becomes too overwhelming,
and it's difficult to function on
a daily basis because it encompasses your entire life."
Greene said the programs
she started are all programs
she wished she could have had
after her rape.
UCFVictimServiceshasa24hour crisis advocate available at
407-823-5555. Qµinones said
callers should request that an
advocate be paged and also leave
a first name and safe phonemnnberto be contacted.

Don't get stuck in a bad living
situation next school year. And
don't wait until the last minute to
find a place.

Go to OrlandoSentinel.co

•

and

click Apartments to search for
options for the fall semester.

OrlandoSenti·nel.com
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Panelists spoke for regions
FROM

A1

news is the potential for U.S.
downturn, the volatility in
global financial markets, inflation and an uncertain trade
agenda, he said
In an effort to ann the audience with knowledge, McCoy
provided a list of what to look
out for in 2008, including U.S.
economy, global commodity
prices and financial·markets,
U.S. elections and new
administration,
inflation,
Hugo Chavez, and Raul Castro.
For some students, such as
optics major Linghui Rao, this
information was exactly what
they wanted
"The summit is about the
global economy," she said.
''We live in this world, so we
have to know what's going on
in society because it influences our life a lot."
Talabani shed light on the
Middle Eastern perspective of
the global market, referring to

Kurdistan as "the Iraq you
Hospitality management
don't know." He compared major Amanda Fraga said that
Kurdistan to Central Florida she wanted to know the comin terms of tourism, manufac- peting perspectives of differturing, work force and agricul- ent speakers so she could
ture to emphasize the invest- become more aware and edument opportunity that exists cated.
there.
·
With regard to the 2008
Talabani encouraged the presidential elections, BirnU.S. to capitalize on this baum asserted that if three
''bright economic light for the specific scenarios occurred
future" as it works toward on Election Day, Americans
banishing corruption and would not have to stay awake
to discover the outcome.
libel.
"If . President Bush's
"Stability can be the engine
to stimulate economic growth approval rating is below 30
and prosperity.... [Kurdistan] percent, there will be a demis a thriving, developing, civil ocratic majority in Congress
society in the heart of the and a democratic president,"
Islamic world," he said "The Birnbaum said. "If the ecopotential for greater coopera- nomic growth rate is 1 pertion is limited only by our cent or less, there will be a
democratic majority in
imagination."
As each panelist spoke to Congress and a democratic
the effect of his or her respec- president. And if the number
tive region, the audience of U.S. soldiers is still in the
gained insight into a broad range ofl30,000, there will be
cross section of the global · a democratic majority in
economy from an internation- Congress and a democratic
president."
·
al perspective.

I
I
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Fla. loses 20 acres each hour
A1

and how they grew up in these
areas.
Belleville is an environmentime, he said
''We understand nature tal writer and documentary
because of documentation of filmmaker who has written
the people that lived here extensively on nature, conservation and adventure travel He
before us," Belleville said.
His book, Losing It All To spent a year traveling on the St.
Sprawl: How Progress Ate My Johns River researching how
Cracker Landscape, was named the water systems of Florida
one ofthe best books of2006 by · worked and wrote River of
the Library Journal and docu- Lakes, a creative nonfiction
ments the stories of the people book about his time on the river.
"He is a prolific writer who
still living on Florida's rivers
FROM

has been published in m~y
magazines such as Outside,
Sierra and Newsweek," said Carole Hinshaw, the head ofthe reference department at the UCF
Library.
''Florida's natural places still
offer us the opportunity to visit
the scenes of history, to see
what others have seen for thousands of years, to have their
experiences and to gain awe,
respect and appreciation for
Florida again," Belleville said.

Students make time to relax
FROM

A1

the last minute."
Lugo admitted that the program was very challenging
and said he valued any spare
time he had
''I had to make the most of
what little time I had with my
friends and family," Lugo said
"It helped me cope with the
stress."
He also said the support he
received from other stydents,
professors and nurses helped
make achieving his goal a little
easier.
'
''When things were getting
to be too much for us, professors would remind us that
there was a light at the end of
the tunnel," Lugo said "It was
nice to have a group of people
who can relate to what you're

going through."
Despite the demands of the
program, Lugo said he found
the time to get more hands-on
experience in the field working as an advanced technician
at Florida Hospital Altamonte
while finishing school.
Although for Meredith
Maher,· a junior in UCF's
College of Nursing, fmding
any spare time is next to
impossible.
She said would like to
spend more ti.me with her
boyfriend and is thinking
about getting a part-time job
but said it's going to be tough.
Between Maher's 12-hour
clinical shifts at the hospital
and her three-hour lectures,
she is finding it hard to fmd
any extra time.
Samantha Rubin, a junior in
the program, knows the diffi-

culties of balancing long clinical hours with work.
Rubin has classes on Mondays and Wednesdays, from
7:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and does
her clinicals at Florida
Hospital Altamonte on Thursdays and Fridays from 6 a.m. to
1:30 p.m. She also works as a
waitress on the weekends.
Rubin said her life can be
very stressful, but finding a little time for herself is the best
way to decompress.
''You need to set aside some
time for personal life, otherwise things will get too stressful," Rubin said
Lugo said even though he
had little time for himself
while in the program, it was a
small sacrifice to pay.
''It was worth it," Lugo said,
"and I would do it again in a
heartbeat."

Check out all the.fabulous options, including 33 A.S. career programs and 44 premajor
programs. Plus, Flex Start scheduling which lets you register for courses that begin and
end at times other than traditional semesters do. Transfer credits to catch up, get ahead
or stay on track. Summer Term by Valencia will get you ready for the fall season!

www.VALENCIACC.et1u
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100 Riverwind Way
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FL.32765
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Reserve Your Suite Today!
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UCFtakes
fourth at
tourney

KNIGHTS' ROAD TRIP ENDS IN
.

.

PADRICK BREWER

.,

Sports Editor

•

GREGORYTERRITO / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF outfielder Tyson Auer was 1 of 3 Knights who recorded two hits during UCF's 5-3 loss to North Florida on Tuesday. Auer, who wa~ finished ~econd on the team with~ .3~6 batting average
last season, has been moved down from third to eighth in the lineup due to his struggles at the plate. But Auer has gone 7-for-17 With 5 runs mthe past 4 games to raise his average to .289.

UCF gives up two runs late in loss
to a stubborn North Florida team
BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

There is nothing more important than
Conference USA success for the UCF
Baseball team.
The Knights won their first conference
series of. the season this past weekend
against Memphis, and were surely looking
forward to continuing that success this
weekend at Marshall
But the Knights' journey hit a non-conference bump in the road Tuesday with a 53 loss to North Florida.
UCF starting pitcher Mitch Herold,
coming off his complete game effort
against Stetson on April 9, was the star for
the Knights (26-13 overall, 4-8 in C-USA).
He put a lot of runners on base by giving up
nine hits and three walks, but was able to
get out of jams most of the time.
Herold allowed three runs in seven
innings of work and struck' out seven batters.

TEAM

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

UCF

0

0

UNF

0

0 0 3 0 0

-----

The ·o spreys (21-17 overall, 11-10 in the
Atlantic Sun Conference) could have made
the score look a lot worse if they had
brought home just a few of the 12 runners
they left on base.
Herold kept the Knights in the game, but
he didn't factor into the decision as the
Ospreys broke a 3-3 tie with two runs in the
eighth off reliever Austin Hudson
Sam Perry started the _inning with a walk
and then moved to second on a passed ball
by Brandon Romans.
The next three Ospreys batters Michael Gropper, Michael P. Smith and
Chad Knight - all hit singles. None of the
hits made it out of the infield, but they were
effective enough to score Perry and load
the bases with still nobody out.
After Gropper was thrown out at home
by second baseman Dwayne Bailey on a
fielder's choice ground ball, navis Martin
walked to force home the Osprey's second
run of the inning.

1

0 _2

0

0 0
0 2 X

0

FINAL
3
5

The Knights threatened to score in the
ninth inning, as pinch hitter Tim Russell
opened the inning with a walk and then
pitch runner Josh Siebenaler stole second
base.
Colin Arnold got Siebenaler to third
base with two outs on a ground out, but
after a walk to Robert Lara, Tyler Stohr got
Eric Kallstrom to hit an infield pop-up to
finish the game.
It was the nint;h save of the season for
the Osprey's closer.
The Knights scored first as Tyson Auer
came home on a passed ball in the third
inning, but the Ospreys would come back
with three runs in the bottom of the fourth.
With one out, North Florida strung
together five consecutive singles. Again,
the majority of the hits weren't very solid,
but they were hit to the right spot and
allowed three runs to score.
PLEASE SEE

BERGMAN ON A7

The UCF Women's Golf
team played its V\'."Orst round
of the Conference USA
Championship at the worst
possible time, resulting in a
fourth-place finish for the
Knights in El Paso, Texas.
UCF was in third place
heading into the final round,
but 40-ov;er-par 328. in the
third and final round
Wednesday dropped the
Knights from third place to
fourth place.
"We started out the day
playing pretty decent, but
the wind really picked up
with gusts up to 35 miles per
hour and we could not
adjust," UCF coach Emilee
Klein said in a press release.
Jessy Tang was once again
the highest finisher for the
Knights, shooting an 18-overpar 234 to finish in a tie for
11th. She began the day in a
tie for eighth place after
shooting a 8-over-par 152
through the first two rounds.
May Tomimbang finished
one stroke behind Tang in a
tie for 14th place, while Leigh
Crosby shot a 22-over-par
238 to finish in a tie for 19th
place.
The fourth-place finish is
one place lower than the
Knights finished last season,
in which they finished tied
for third place.
The Tulsa Golden Hurricane dominated the field,
winning the tournament· by
18 strokes. Their secondround 297 was the best
·round of the tournament and
the only one in which a t~am
scored less than 300.
Tulsa's other rounds were
a 16-over-par 304 in the first
round and a 15-over-par 303
in the third round.
One of Tulsa's players
also won the individual title.
Woeri Shin finished with a 4over-par 220 to beat her
closest competito,r by six
strokes.
The Knights will now
hope for a regional bid to the
NCAA Tournament, which
starts May 8.
.
"We're disappointed that
we did not play our best,~'
Klein said in a press release,
~
"but we are keeping
our
hopes up that we'll get a
regional bid."

•
•
•
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South Carolina State
~outh Florida
at Boston College
atUTEP

SMU
at Miami

at Tulsa
East Carolina

Southern Miss
at Marshall ·
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Freshman

In C-USA:
She finished in a
tie for 11th place
at the conference
tourney, the best
of any Knight.

Aug.30
Sept.6
Sept.20
Sept.27
Oct.4
Oct.11
Oct.26
Nov.2
Nov.8
Nov.15

at Memphis

UAB

,

Class:

I

Students ready for round
two of UCF Football in Bright
House Networks Stadium can
now purchase season tickets.
Ticket plans for the six
home games of the defending
Conference USA champions
cost as little as $72.
Students who are enrolled
for classes and have a valid student ID can purchase season
tickets in person at the ticket
office of Bright House Networks Stadium or call the ticket
office at 407-823-1000.
Information and an order
available
at
form
are
www.lmighttickets.com. .
UCF will again use a lottery
system to ~ot otheJ; student

4

(

2008 SCHEDULE

Sports Editor

..

UCF KNIGHTS

Football tickets available
PADRICK BREWER

•

SHANNA FORTIER/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF fans, seen here at the home opener last season, can now buy season tickets for 2008.
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Bergman tossed in loss
A6

FROM

UCF BASEBALL'S UPCOMING SCHEDULE

The final hit in that stretch
came when Smith tapped a
slow roller to Herold between
first base and the pitcher's
mound. He fielded and threw
it past Lara, the first baseman.
The ball went into right
field and Perry came around
from second to score on single and the error.
But UCF coach Jay
Bergman begged to differ
with the umpires. He said
Smith ran inside the baseline,
and that forced Herold to
make a bad throw.
Bergman argued and
argued some more. In the
end, he was ejected from a
game for the first time since
April 30, 2006, against Rice.
UCF tied the score in its
next at bat with help from an
error from Knight and a
passed ball.
The Knights compiled
eight hits, including two each
from Romans, Auer and Evan
Stobbs. Stobbs now has at
least two hits in four of the six
previous games in which he
has played.
Knight had three hits for
the Ospreys, while Gropper
and Smith each had two hits
and an RBI. UNF starting
pitcher Jonathan Turner

@Marshall

Tonight, 7 p.m.

@Marshall

Saturday, 1 p.m.

@Marshall

Sunday, 10 p.m.

Rice

April 25,6:30 p.m.

Rice

April 26,6:30 p.m.

Rice

April 27, 1 p.m.

@USF

April 29, 7 p.m.

@Tulane

May2,7p.m.

@Tulane

May3,7p.m.

pitched well through five
innings, but he wasn't part of
the decision.
Instead, Tucker Pryor
pitched the seventh and
eighth innings to move his
recbrd up to 4-3. Hudson
dropped to 2-1.
. With the mid-week game
out of the way, UCF can go
back to solely focusing on
conference action this weekend at Marshall
The Thundering Herd (1619 overall, 4-7 in C-:USA) have
won their past two games

after going through a sixgame winless drought.
One key for the Knights
will be to exploit Marshall's
most glaring weakness:
pitching.
As a team, Marshall ranks
ninth out of the conference's
10 teams with a 5.48 ERA
The Knights and Thundering Herd will start their series
tonight at 7 p.m.
'Saturday's game is scheduled to start at 1 p.m., and both
teams will be up early Sunday
for the 10 a.m. start time.

ANDY JACOBSOHN / CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

. UCF infielders Eric Kallstrom, left, and Dwayne Bailey tum a double play in the Knights' 10-5 win over Central Michigan on March 1.
Kallstrom and Bailey were part of UCF's hitting woes in the loss to North Florida on Tuesday, going a combined O-for-10 in the game.
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PALMER
HOMES

NEW TOWN HOMES NEAR CAMPUS

STARTING AT $168,400
1,500 SQJT. LIVING - 3BR, 2.SB - ENCLOSED
GARAGE - SECURITY SYSTEM - NEW APPLIANCES
INCLUDING WASHER AND DRYER.
ALL CLOSING COSTS PAID!
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(next to Hooters)

University· Unigold Shopping Center· 407-671-7797
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CALL FRANK O'BRIEN
407-456-0547

MODELS OPEN DAILY
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CVS/pharmacy now offers

Inkjet Cartridge Refills.
High-quality ink
·@up to 50% cost savings
o Ready in minutes
@

l·

black ink

color ink

$
Just bring your empty cartridge to your
local CVS/pharmacy photo center
located at 4974 North Alafaya Trail.
We refill all major inkjet cartridge brands.

05370PHROB
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Six home games scheduled
FROM A6

tickets, and UCF Athletics
plans to have more information on the lottery available
on Aug.I.
The Knights have six
home games scheduled, three
of which are in November.
They start off their season
on Aug. 30 against South Carolina State, a Football Championship Subdivision team
that ended last season by winning five of its last six games.
The matchup against the
Bulldogs is just one of two
non-conference · games at
home for the Knights, with
the second being against

South Florida.
It will be the fmal game of
the
current
USF-UCF
contract, and could be the last
time the teams face each
other for a while.
The final four home
games for the Knights will all
be within C-USA
'
UCF will play SMU, East
Carolina, Southern Miss and
UAB.
The game against SMU on
Oct. 4 will not only be the
third C-USA game for new
Mustangs head coach June
Jones, but will also be part of
family weekend
The Nov. 8 matchup
against the Golden Eagles

will be the Knights' homecoming affair. In last year's
homecoming game, UCF beat
Marshall 47-13.
UCF will end its regular
season agairist the Blazers on
Nov. 29, which is scheduled to
be fan appreciation day.
At least three of the
~ghts' home games will be
nationally televised. Games
against USF, SMU and ECU
are all scheduled to be broadcast.
The football team concluded its spring practice
schedule Tuesday, and next
up will be the home open~r in
slightly more than than four
months.

Dig int() su,n,ner
Sessi()ns at lJT'
Day & Evening Classes Begin May 27 and July 7!

-I« Earn College Credits
Satisfy Pre-requisites
.--,,C Prepare for Grad School
Course schedules and registration
information available at:

vvvvvv.ut.edu/summer
· The University of Tampa invites
visiting college students to enroll.

T AM P A

THE UNIVERSITY QE TA1\11PA
401 W . Kennedy Blvd., Tampa. FL 33606, (813) 253-6249 • Email: scs@ut.edu

Magic end season with
win over Washington
TRAVIS REED
Associated Press

ORI.ANDO - The Orlando Magic paid more attention
to the guy trying to make a
half-court shot for $100,000
than their coach during a
third-quarter
timeout
Wednesday night.
They couldn't be blamed
The game didn't matter, to
them or the Washington Wizards, anyway.
. J.J. Redick scored a careerhigh 18 points and Marcin
Gortat had a career-high 12
points and 11 rebounds, leading the Magic to a 103-83 victory in a meaningless regularseason finale for two
playoff-bound teams.
Both teams rested their
stars. Gilbert Arenas, Caron
Butler and Antawn Jamison
didn't play at all for the Wizards, and Orlando coach Stan
Van Gundy pulled Dwight
Howard after the first quarter, then Rashard Lewis and
Hedo 'Turkoglu at halftime.
"We wanted to obviously
limit the minutes on some of
our main guys and get a lot of
minutes for some of the other
guys," Van Gundy said. "And
they played real well on top
ofit."
Andray Blatche led Washington with 20 points and 11
rebounds, while Nick Young
scored 14. Darius Songaila,
Roger Mason and Oleksiy
Pecherov eac.4 scored 10
points for the Wizards, and
Pecherov had a career-high
10 rebounds.
Lewis had 15 points in 17
minutes. Redick, a Magic fan
favorite who rarely gets off
the bench, was 0-for-5 from
the field to start, but finished
7-for-14. Turkoglu scored 11
points and Keith Bogans
added 10.

"

,
PliELAN M. EBENHACK / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Washington's Antonio Daniels deflects the ball between Orlando's Marcin Gortat and
Rashartl Lewis during the Magic's 103-83 win Wednesday night in the Amway Arena.

..

The Magic, the No. 3 seed in second place averaging 13
in the Eastern Conference, rebounds, needed more than
will host the No. 6 Tor<;mto 90 in the Nuggets' final game
Raptors in the first round of Wednesday to catch Howard
Howard said he didn't
the playoffs, while No.· 5
Washington will play at No. 4 think much about the
rebound crown, but he was
Cleveland.
"Our young guys had a more excited to become the
chance to play a little bit, and ycmngest player to reach
now it's time· for the big dogs 4,000 rebounds a night earlito start hunting," Washington er at Atlanta.
"That was something that
coach Eddie Jordan said.
"The playoffs start and ·our I couldn't imagine, especially
top eight or nine guys seem in short time I've been in the
NBA," the fourth-year star
to be ready and healthy."
Howard, who had six said.
Orlando led 47-41 at halfpoints and four rebounds in
12 minutes, didn't need to time, but the Wizards took
play at all to clinch the NBA's their first lead of the game
rebound crown. Averaging 14 with a 13-6 run to open the
boards, he became the third quarter, punctuated by
youngest player in NBA his- Blatche's three-point play on
tory to win it at 22 years, 130 a fast-break layup.
·But the Magic led by doudays old He surpassed Syracuse's Dolph Schayes, who ble-digits again, 70-60, by the
was 22 years, 226 days old end of the period after an 11-4
when he won it in the 1950-51 run that included 3-pointers
season.
. from Redick and Carlos
Denver's Marcus Camby, Arroyo.
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FREEBIES

CSll8S & Clll8S ONLY)

Onion. lettuce. alfalfa sprouts. tomato, mayo. sliced
cucumber. Dijon mustard. oil & vinegar. and oregano.

I

W ·E DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK 1t
4647 S. CLYDE MORRIS BLVD.

2258 W. INTERNATIONAL SPEEDWAY BLVD.

927 BEVILLE RD.

11565 UNIVERSITY BLVD.

386.304.0104

386.253.2811

386.304.7740

407.275.5911

PORT ORANGE

DAYTONA BEACH

SOUTH DAYTONA

ORLANDO

"VOUR MOM WANTS VOU TO EAT AT JIMMV JOI-IN'S!"
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his noble steed. All kinds of animals, from potbellied pigs to pugs,

Attendees atthe 41st Annual Pet Fair in Loch Have~
p:~~: ~ef::g:!~~:;~~e!~:du;!t~~~~~:~~like and Best Trick, and the Superdogs performed for the crowd.
visited the park for the fair this weekend. Contests me u e
'
.

41~t Annual Pet Fair brings .p aws, claws
and hooves back together in the park
CHRISTINE MULLEN
Staff Writer

Pythons and rabbits and skunks, oh my!
Animals of all species were present this
weekend to enjoy the festivities at the Orlando
Science Center's Annual Pet Fair in Loch Haven
Park, some as unusual as a potbellied pig decked
out in leather and spikes. .
"It is a wonder how some of the animals present at the Pet Fair did not get devoured by their
natural predators in attendance," said UCF senior Katherine Rozell.
More than 40 pet-related vendors surrounded
the park, with offers :r:anging from free vet examinations to pet adoptions.
The pets weren't the only ones able to enjoy
the weekend The Canadian Superdogs show
was a great hit with the families who watched
the rescued dogs perform tricks and race
through obstacle courses on both days of the
fair. The Medieval Times horse strutted its
stuff, galloping around the fenced stage and
entertaining onlookers with high jumps on Sunday. UCF even made an appearance with a
knight on horseback - not the new train-face
knight, which was quite refreshing.

l

Children enjoyed the weekend bounding
around the numerous inflatable activities and
getting their faces painted. They were also able
to personalize their own pet rocks and throw flying discs. Everyone got a kick out ofthe elaborate
pet wedding complete with a cake for the first
lucky guests at the reception.
Mayor Buddy Dyer was on the scene Saturday,
enjoying the· warm weather and receiving an
award for rescuing a small dog from the jaws of a
pit bull last month. He said that he received more
responses to this act of heroism than to anything
he has done while in office.
After Dyer was given
the award, the Orlando Science Center
staff launched
into the inaugural Pet Pageant
in which 12
company
sponsors
sent 10 dogs,

a sphynx cat and a turtle down the catwalk.
Yukon, the Siberian husky, put Whizzer, the dog
dyed in University of Florida colors, to shame
when he won first prize by popular vote.
Jim Lee, the director of special events for
OSC, said that this year's Pet Fair was a little
slower than other years, especially because ofthe
hot weather on Saturday.
"Even though it was raining for most of the
day on Sunday, pet owners stuck it ouJ: to see
everything that was going on," he said.
Sunday's events included all of the smaller pet
competitions, such as Best-Dressed Pet, Best
Trick and the Pet Look-Alike Contest. The
winner of the Look-Alike Contest was a bodybuilder accompanied by his bulldog, taking first
place for the fifth year in a row.
Lee said he intends to get Animal Planet to the
Pet Fair next year with some other improvements, including bigger stages and alternative
dog acts. Even though the event brings in the second-highest number of attendees out of all
Orlando Science Center events, it normally doesn't generate any profit for the company. The fair
does get its name out into
the public though.
The Pet Fair has
been and will continue to be a family
friendly community event that
engages
pet
lovers of all
kinds.
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MOVIETIMES

88 Minutes too many; Marshall has heart
kung-fu fans have been biding
their time, waiting for the film
that will unite the likes ofJackie
Chan and Jet Li to spar and kick
. at each other. This long-awaited
DIRECTOR: Jon Avnet
sparring session does indeed
STARS: Al Pacino, Neal
come to moderately impressive
fruition
in The Forbidden KingMcDonough, William Forsythe,
dom, although the extensive use
Alida Witt, Leelee Sobieski
of wire effects and digital trickery as a whole leaves one wonThe rare bad movie that dering what might have been
extends the courtesy of letting had these stars actually been
paired up before years of physithe viewer know just how
much time remains until the cal showmanship caught up
lights come up, it should be with them.
The duo otherwise find
noted that the titular time perithemselves
caught up in the
od of 88 Minutes seems to indicate just how long wpter Gary very silly story of a magic staff: .
Scott Thompson was given to carried by a boy from Boston
slap together this stutter-stop (Michael Angarano) back in
script of his before he handed it time and across a land so magiover to the hack likes ofdirector cal, its backdrops evoke those
chintzy moving landscapes one
Jon Avnet.
might see at your local Chinese
Out of their merry union buffet.
·
came this alleged thriller, in
And
at
one
point, Li urinates .
which forensic psychiatrist and
death threat target Al Pacino on Chan for laughs. Ladies ~d down the pipe in favor of progents, is this not the matchup ducer Judd Apatow's reliably
runs around in a droopy-eyed
heartfelt chuckle machines,
stupor and with a Wolfman you've all been waiting for?
Opens
in
theaters
everythemselves
always planted
Jack 'do, psychobabble practiwhere
today.
smack-dab
between
perceptive
cally drooling down his chin as
and
pop-savvy,
Forgetting
Sarah
he crosses paths with pretty
Marshall
seems
to
hide
even
much anyone who could ever
more
vulnerability
behind
its
cast him even a slightly ambigusarcasm
than
what's
come
ous glance, more often than not
before it in Apatow's comedic
super-students
(including DIRECTOR: Nicholas Stoller
canon
of modem male anxiLeelee Sobieski., Benjamin STARS: Jason Segel, Kristen
eties:
fear
of sexual love with
McKenzie and Alicia Witt) and
women
(The 40-Year~Old Vir~
Bell,
Mila
Kunis,
Russell
Brand,
other suspects spouting no-duh
gi.n), fear of platonic love with
dialogue with disconcerting Jonah Hill
men (Superbad), fear of
ease.
accounting
for one's own child
A fish market filled with
and here, fear of
(Knocked
Up),
After being dumped by his
contortionists wouldn't have
nearly as many red herrings and celebrity girlfriend of five-plus putting one's heart back into the
unlikely twists, and yet the pro- years, Sarah Marshall (TV's crosshairs.
Oh, and did I mention the
ceedings continue to build Kristen Bell), Peter (writer
Dracula
puppet musical?
toward a thoroughly absurd cli- Jason Segel) takes off for a
·
Opens
in theaters everymax, by which point we'd be Hawaiian vacation - only to
where
today.
disappointed ifit were anything find himself staying at the same
resort as Sarah and her new
less.
Opens in theaters every- lover, bawdy Brit rocker Aldous
Snow (Russell Brand). Rather
where today.
' than high-tail it back to the
mainland, Peter instead retreats DIRECTOR/STAR: Morgan
to the suite courteously
arranged for him by desk clerk Spurlock
Rachel (TV's Mila Kunis), only
DIRECTOR: Rob Minkoff
to end up repeatedly thrust into
Sorry to be a spoil sport, but,
STARS: Michael Angarano,
Sarah's path all across the
no,
Morgan Spurlock does not
Jackie Chan, Jet Li, Collin Chou resort.
find
the world's most wanted
A raunchy rom-com that
man.
The documentary filmmakes one eager to dismiss the
maker
does, however, reprise
next Hudson-Witherspoonthe
tactics
of his first film. Super
For decades, it seems that Bullock piece of pap to come Size Me, by telling viewers what

WILLIAM GOSS
Staff Writer

88 Minutes

* ....

88 Minutes, TriStar Pictures (Sony)

EXPELLED: No Intelligence Allowed
(PG) 11:55a, 2:20p, 4:40, 7:25, 9:50, 12:lOa

Forgetting Sarah Marshall
(R) 12:20p, 2:55, 7:30, 10:10, 12:45a

88Minutes
(R) 12:lOp, 1:15, 2:45, 4:35, 7:35, 8:15, 10:20, 10:55,

12:50a

The Forbidden Kingdom
(PG-13) 12:00p, 12:50, 2:40, 4:05, 7:20, 8:00, 10:00,

10:40, 12:35a

Prom Night
(PG-13) 12:05p, 12:45, 2:15, 2:50, 4:30, 5:10, 7:10,
7:55, 9:55, 10:30, 12:05a, 12:50

Smart People
(R) 12:40p, 5:00, 7:40, 10:00, 12:20a

Street Kings
(R) 12:30p, 1:10, 3:30,4:00, 7:15, 8:10, 10:05, 10:45,

12:40a

L.eatherheads
(Pg-13) 4:55p, 7:50, 10:25
Open Captioned & Descriptive Audio 5howtimes: 1:05

Nim'slsland
(PG) 12:35p, 3:45,6:55, 9:40, 12:15a

(R) 12:55p, 4:10, 7:05, 10:15, 12:25a

21
(PG-13) 12:15p, 1:00,3:35, 4:45, 7:00, 7:45, 9:45,
10:35, 12:30a

Superhero Movie
(PG-13) 1:20p, 3:55, 7:10, 9:40, 12:05a

Tyler Peny's Meet the Browns
(PG-13) 4:50p, 10:40

Dr. Seuss' Horton Hears a Who!
(G) 12:25p, 2:35, 4:40, 6:50, 9:35, 11:55

Vantage Point
(Rl 12:05p, 2:30, 8:05

Listings for Friday, Apnl 18
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Forgetting Sarah
Marshall

Where in the World
is Osama bin Laden?

The Forbidden Kingdom

***·.

**· ..

9 p.m. ABC Duel

This weekend starts off with yet another
game show. Watch this new trivia show
that not only tests the contestants'
knowledge, but also forces them to be in
one-on-one battles of strategy and
deception. Contestants do their best to
outsmart one another in order to win the
$500,000 prize.
8 p.m. TBS The Wedding Date

This is a funny and romantic Saturday film
for all the single folks and couples, too.
Enjoythe quirky Debra Messing starring as
a single woman who has to return home
for her sister's wedding. This is not the best
of news to her because she will have to
face her ex-fiance, who dumped her. So, to
make the visit easier, she hires a male
escort to pretend to be her boyfriend.
Watch to find out what direction this
situation goes in.

..,

8 p.m. HGTV 20 Ways Your Home Can $ave
the Planet

Are you curious about how your home or
'future home can be more"green?"Well,
check out this do-it-yourself show that
shows viewers around environmentally
friendly houses. It also includes tips on how
you can decorate"green"with style and not
much money. It is education and fun all in
one show.
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8 p.m. CW Gossip Girl
Once again, it is more drama to jump-start

the exam week. Take this time to think
about other people's problems, such as
Serena, who has to get used to living with
Chuck, her future stepbrother. At the same
time, she receives unpleasant packages in
the mail from an unknown petson. While
Serena is.having a bad day, Jenny's
popularity goes up a few notches.
-COMPILED BY SHAHDAI RICHARDSON

BILLBOARD
TOP 5 ALBUMS:

•
•
•
•

·Cut Copy fails to stand out
in a Battlestar Galactica: Where
Are They Now? episode.

AMANDA K. SHAPIRO
Staff Writer
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The Ruins
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Artist/ Tttfe I Label
1. Leona Lewis/ Spirit I Sony

2. George Strait/ Troubadour
/Humphead

3. James Otto/ SunsetMan I
Warner-Reprise ,
4. NOW 27 / Various Artists I
Sony

5. R.E.M./ Accelerate/Warner
Bros.

The Australian band Cut
Copy hit a sour note by
bringing to life yet another
revival The band's newest
'80s electronic-pop music
appears on In Ghost Colours.
The album's release date
was delayed far from its initial completion.
Finally, the anticipation
has subsided, and the record
has proven itself mildly
spin-worthy. At first play,
avid listeners will notice a
distinct affmity to the music
ofDepeche Mode.
The vocal stylings oflead
singer Dan Whitford are
reminiscent of Franz Ferell. nand, a band thats members
are no strangers to Cut
Copy; the artists shared the
spotlight when they toured
together.
The highlight on In
Ghost Colours is the single
"Lights & Music," a song
that appeared as one of
iTunes free singles of the
week. Equally notable is
"Feel the Love," a song that
takes on a more alternativerock feeling by slowing
down the rhythm and
adding a noticeable guitar
part.
Still, Cut Copy doesn't
manage to separate its .
music from similar electronic acts with anything
truly original. The album's
. saving grace is the spacey
melodies on "Hearts on ·
Fire" and "So Haunted."
The constant use of the
vortex sound effect is a bit
overdone. The lyrics take an
immediate backseat to the
driving force ofthe beat and
synth parts.
While the vocals do add
an interesting instrumental
composition to the arrangement, the looping of
melodies acts as a subliminal advertisement, e1;1couraging listeners to shut up
and dance. "Voices in
Q!Iartz" is an instrumental

Cut Copy
Album: In Ghost Colours

**· ..
label: Modular
Available Now

piece that will probably be
implemented as a feature on
the holodeck in the future. It
also might be commissioned
alongside ''VISions" to appear

"Eternity One Night Only"
begins with a loop that emulates a record skip and soars
into Whitford's ethereal cooing.
The mellow track acts as the
sort of coming down phase
from the musical high creat~d
by the songs predecessors.
Cut Copy is fmishing up a
tour in Europe and will head
back to the States to bounce
between shows in the U.S. and
Canada before heading pack to
Australia There are currently
no Florida tour dates scheduled
on the band's Web site. For
more
information,
visit
www.myspace.com/cutcopy.

Send questions, comments
and album suggestions to
AmandaKShapiro@gmailcom

COURTESY UNIVERSAL PICTURES

Top: Jet Li, left, and Jackie Chan, two legends in the world of kung-fu, finally come
together to spar in The Forbidden Kingdom, with some help from special effects and wires.
Above: Jason Segel, right, and Jonah Hill star in the newest Judd Apatow film, Forgetting
Sarah Marshall. The movie stays true to Apatow's signature brand of raunchy romantic
comedy but also comes with a healthy helping of vulnerability and heart.

they should already lmow; but
in a goofy, personable manner,
and that he does as he supposedly hunts for one Osama bin
Laden, trekking from Egypt to
Jordan to Israel to Saudi Arabia
to Morocco to Afghanistan to
Pakistan, with the help of some
unnecessary animated videogame segues. With that narrow
hook of a title taking the place of
any sort of clear thesis, Spurlock
generally slides by with exceeding irreverence, managing to
make it all go down easily
enough, even if we only come
away learning that, wherever
Osama is in the Middle East, he
surely can't be too far from a
Starbucks. Opens at the Regal
Wmter Park Village today.
Also playing...

t

Expelled: No Intelligence Allowed
DIRECTOR: Nathan Frankowski
It's an alleged documentary
starring Ben Stein - yes, Mr.
''Bueller? Bueller?" himself - as
he challenges the elimination of
creationism in today's schools. I
wish I could tell you more, but
fve got to go mark that puppy
off of my list of "Sentences I
Never Thought I'd Have to
Write:'

'

fl

Universal classics
• I

The AMC Universal Cineplex continues its recent revival
of classic films and modem
favorites with this week's
showings of Ghostbusters and
The Seven Year Itch. For more
information, call 407-354-5998.
1!
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and Race Book

THE KENTUCKY DERBY

•

SATURDAY -MAY 3RD
WATCH IT FROM YOUR OWN INDIVIDUAL
CARREL SEAT OR IN THE AUDITORIUM
ON ASPECTACULAR GIANT SCREEN IN HD!

DERBY GLASSES &T-SHIRTS ON SALE NOW!
College Students Always Free
(With Valid LD.)

This Ad Good
For 1 Free Program
(Any Performance)

HWY 17•92 & 436 Call (407) 339•6221
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Volcano's ,serves coffee in a relaxed atmosphere
ROBYN SIDERSKV
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Staff Writer

When you walk into Volcano's Coffee Bar & Roastery,
the aroma of roasting beans,
the whir of the blender and the
music of the Beatles overwhelm you.
Whether you're craving just
a simple cup of coffee or something fancier, Volcano's offers
students a wide variety of coffees in its two new locations at
UCF.
"We started with this one
[the Towers location], and the
other one [at Ferrell Commons] was just thrown at us,"
said Jeff Burr, manager of Volcano's. ''We took a look and,
two hours later, signed the
lease."
The company based out of
Longwood has two locations
in downtown Orlando, one in
Altamonte, one in Ormond
Beach and even one in New
York - and now two at UCF.
"Our goal is to get kids
drinking our coffee, get out of
college and wonder where the
nearest Volcano's is," Burr
said
The coffee bar roasts its
own coffee and even displays
the roaster in the middle of the
store for the customers to see.
They plan to have it up and
running within the next few
weeks.
Only management and
supervisors will roast the coffee, and each bag of coffee is
signed by the roaster.
Burr said Volcano's is
unique because they don't use
coffee more than 10 days old
since they want it to be as fresh
as possible.
The most popular drink
that they serve is the "Caramel ·
Mocha Mud Flow," a concoction of chocolate, caramel and
espresso.
In an effort to be different,
even the size names of the
drinks are not the norm - alto
(12 oz.), enorme (16 oz.), and
profundo (20 oz.). You just
might have an easier time saying "small, medium or large,"
though.

I

ASHLEY KOEHLER / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Volcano's Coffee Bar & Roastery has two locations on the UCF campus: Ferrell Commons (above left) and Knights Plaza (above right). The chain, which has stores across Florida and even in New York, is a coffee bar that roasts its own
coffee beans and doesn't use coffee that is more than 10 days old.The UCF locations offer specials, such as the "All Knighter,""Burrcano" and "Timebomb," that include shots of espresso and flavored milk chasers for tired students.

Volcano's also offers a variety of snacks in addition to the
coffee drinks, and they serve
light meals suitable for breakfast or lunch.
Something unique to the
UCF Volcano's are three special deals. The 'M Knighter" is
two shot glasses of espresso
and a shot of a flavored milk
chaser. The "Burrcano" is

three shot glasses of espresso
and one chaser, and the
"Timebomb," for the die-hard
caffeine addicts, is four shots
of espresso and one chaser.
Students are enjoying the
new alternative to the coffee
served in the Bookstore.
In the Towers location,
there is an old-fashioned
record player with a basket of

before hitting big venues, such
as the New UCF Arena
"I think it's cool that they
have a record player," said junior electrical engineering
major Mike Senejoa "It's one
of the only coffee shop atmospheres on campus."
Freshman interdisciplinary
studies major Brittany Cockrell said she likes the social

records for customers to select
their favorite music. Burr said
he even encourages people to
bring their own records to play.
He's hoping that, · in addition to the records, they will
have live music three or four
times a week. He said he wants
to give emerging artists the
chance to showcase their talents, but fix any cobwebs

aspect of Volcano's.
"You're going to get coffee
for the social aspects," Cockrell said. ''You're actually going
somewhere."
So, whether you're looking
for a good cup of coffee or just
a comfortable chair and laidback atmosphere to do your
homework in, Volcano's can be
your new hangout on campus.

Organic clothing puts the 'hip' in hippie for Earth Day
PATRICIA WEIGEL
StaffWriter

.,

I

These days, it seems
everyone is jumping aboard
the Green Train. No matter
what your political affiliation or whether you
have an affinity for
Birkenstocks, going eco
is definitely in.
This Tuesday, as UCF
students celebrate - or,
more fittingly, mourn - the
beginning of finals week,
the rest of the planet will
be celebrating Earth Day.
But don't let exams rain
on your Earth Day parade.
There are so many options
when it comes to helping
the planet live a long and
prosperous life; so this
week, I'll outline how you
oh-so-fashionable UCF students can do your part to
save the planet and also look
ferosh while doing it.
But being fashionably
green means you need the
other kind of green to spend.
Eco-friendly
clothing
options are usually more

expensive than your normal
wardrobe pieces, so be prepared to save your pennies to
buy them.
J Brand's
Green

COURTES?\'1CTllRIA'S SECRET

Organic cotton totes are currently the
rage and available in different prints.

Label has made one of its
most popular jeans, "Love
Story," with 100 percent
organic cotton. You may be
saying, "OK, OK, but what
does that mean?" Well,
according to J Brand, that
means the cotton is grown
in fields that are not
sprayed with pesticides.
The
Green
Label
keeps it hip with
another style as
well, "The Monroe," which was
inspired
after
none other than
the blond bombshell herself. All
Green Label jeans are
$227.
Lucky Brand Jeans has
always offered really cool Tshirts, but they just got a little
cooler when the brand
recently introduced its new
line of Organic Ts for men,
women and children. The Ts
stay t~e to the Lucky ''hippie
chic" style but are made
without harmful dyes and
chemicals. This

is a great place to channel your
inner Kate Hudson.
Don't forget to throw up the
peace sign, because with one of
Lucky Brand's Organic Ts, you
are definitely going to be able
to pull that look off. They run
$44 for men's and women's and
$34 for children's.
When it comes to affordable
fashion, H&M is at the forefront. When it comes to ecofriendly fashion, H&M is well
on its way. The colossal company is taking care of Mother
Nature with its new spring
Organic Cotton Collection.
The collection has a wide vari-

ety of pieces - from dresses to
men's socks - for a wide range
of ages - adults to kids. Luckily, the price range is not so
broad. The clothing line ranges
from about $16 to about $32.
Victoria's Secret is not necessarily the first place I would
look for organic clothes, but
surprise, surprise, they have
also been hit with a shot of
green.
The store has a few organic
cotton totes in its Pink line that
go along with what clients
have come to expect - cute
and colorful - with an environmentally friendly twist.
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Pink also has trapeze organic
cotton T-shirts that are more
feminine and a bit younger
than the basic T-shirts, but
beware, they have the potential
to look a bit tent-like. The totes
are $19.50, and the trapeze Ts
are $24.50.
Even if you are not particularly worried about the state of
the environment, what do you
have to lose by buying more
eco-consciously?
You can do your part to prevent this trend from becoming
just another passing fad, and
maybe that will make next
year's Earth Day even greener.
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We oaslred the bowl ... come shill with us!
ffatura C'offt!i adcf Tea offers'cfiily specials and Nightly Entertalnment!
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Slav tor die Di!lhtlJ shows!

Sunday - Wednesday
Buy 2 Drafts get one IREE
Buy 3 Microbrews get one IREE
Buy 4 Imports get one IREE

Wt411f5NJNlg~JmJamwithRamonlope1
lkrsdayllgbt:OpenMkftlgh•
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813.629.2563
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lunch SllecialS

Everyday from 1pm - 3pm
$1 chips and drink with any lunch item
Drinks Include small coffee/tea or soft drink

Hookah Happy Hour
Everyday from t pm - 7pm
$3 off Hookahs and one free refill
$5 refills everyday all day

Striaight Teeth,
No Braces'"
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SJS0OFF
Comprehensive lnvisalign· Treatment
-...-... -...I
Dr. David R. Lach, DDS, MS, PA \..'all Today },'or A FREE
Specialist in Invisible Orthodontics
'oi suk·ti ,n

www.Lach-Ortho.com
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20 WINGS I GET 10 WINGS 1
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Chicken Caesar
Chicken Crave
Chicken Breast
' Turkey

j

$5.75
$5.75
$5.50
$5.50
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m~
$5.50

g

Assorted

$5.50

15 1

$5.50

(Ham w it h Roast Beef.or Turkey)

Souvlaki
Gyro
Tuna
B.LT.

$5.75
$5.75
$5.50
$5.25
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Black Forest Ham

Roast Beef

FREE
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Chicken Caesar
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SUBMISSION DEADLINES

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

PAYMENT METHODS

Online:
9 a.m. day before publication

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifi.eds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

Phone, fax, in person:
5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

CLASSIFICATIONS

VISA, MC, AMIDC, Dis-

cover, Cash, Check

100

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

150
175
200

125

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

225
250

407-447-4S5S • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
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HELP WANTED:
r~ General

100
$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. +
expenses. Non smokers. ages 19-29.
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

Egg Donors Needed lmmed.
$5000 minimum compensation. For
healthy, fit, N/S F 21-29 yrs. w/ no
history of depression. must be
dependable and committed
Info is confidential. Pease Visit:
www.openarmsconsultants.com

ASST TO PRESIDENT!
flex-sched, PIT, thru Summer. Process
orders and quotes. Call 321-277-6605;
Send Resume to: GoUCF@live.com
Help Wanted- Multiple Locations PT
and FT avail. $8-$10/hr + commission.
Retail Sales, no exp necessary, will
train. Deanna 407-729-1611
Need Servers. Experience. required.
Apply within Goodfella's in the Publix
Plaza on Alafaya & 50. Reliable
delivery drivers also needed.

Central Florida Locations
407-679-1700

Big Brain Work! Computer Science,
Math, & Engineering Majors Wanted.
PT/FT. Applied Research Associates.
Please email cfdjobs@ara.com

www.workforstudents.com

Place your ad in minutes!
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

You spend a third
of your life at work.

[o TWO MEN ANO A TRUCK.
~
'MovelS Who Core." i
~

Movers/Drivers ii
Grow with us. Largest local moving company
in the U.S. is looking for customer oriented
lndlVlduals to earn up to $12/hr or more
with tips as a Mover/Driver. We offer
benefits, monthly bonuses & paid vacation.
FT & PT positions available. Get all the
details and apply In person:

Now Hiring*

RATES
~

325 For Sale: Automotive
350 For Sale: General
375 For Sale: Pets
400 Service.s

B
B

500 Announcements

A

A

A

600 Traver
700 Worship

B
B
B
B

800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted

Rate(

$18

First issue:
Each addl issue:

$12

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

100

Counselor wanted for summer camp
and afterschool at KidTown USA,
Winter Springs. Great facilities, kids
anp field trips. Some afternoons now
{flexible) and full time in the summer.
Experience useful.

You shouldn't spend the
other two-thirds dreading it.

275
300

Rate
HelpWanted:General
C
Help Wanted: Part-Tone C
HelpWanted:Full·Tlllle C
Bwines.s Opportunities B
For Rent Homes
B
For Rent Apartments
B
Roonvnates
A
Sublease
A
For Sale: Homes
B

<'

(

(

Front desk asst. for property mgmt co.
in the Lake Buena Vista area. FIT,
flexible with school schedule, great pay
and benefits, must be able to work
weekends. Must be N/S, bright and
good with people. Conservative dress
code. Education a plus. Drug-free
workplace, background check
performed. Fax resume with desired
pay req. to the attention of Christina

Telephone Actresses
Work from your own home. Flexible
full and part time shifts available.
Weekly payroll checks mailed or
through direct deposit. You must
have a corded telephone in a private
area of your home. We employ
1400+ agents nationwide.
Great job for college students.

~~~~~f2~~:~~tress.com

Check us 1

Lawn Care business in Oviedo
seeking experience crew. Call 407365-3861
~P/T~D~o_g_g_y~D-a-yc-a-re-as_s_o_ci~at_e_.-as-s-is-.
manger, maintenance, & grooming
assistant posistions avail.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plusl
Locations in Orlando and Sanford
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net"*' email
resume to info@dogdayafternoon.net

[[

I

175

',

40l7i-!938-9057

UCF AREA HOUSE in Gated Com.
Huge Stunning 4/2
Available 05/5/08 $1500/month
Call Nick Phillips@ 407-810-7622

~ 1.

GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed In
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
CIiek on Surveys.

CONDO FOR RENT 1BED/1 BATH.W/D POOL & MORE. $750/mo incl.
electric and water (786}355-5615urbaezeloy@gmail.com

If You're Not Earning
$500/Day Part lime From Home,
Do yourself a favor & visit
www.YouBenefitNow.com

Lease/Option, 4/3, All Tiled,

Executive search/ recruiting firm in
need of energetic and aggressive
professionals. PT and FT openings
with commission 2x national average.
Tell us what you want to make and we
will get you there. Flex. hours, fun and
young Lake Mary office. E-mail resume
to William.S@CrawfordThomas.com

J.W. & Watts Financial Consultants
$$$ NEED A LOAN $$$
CALL THE EXPERTS 1-877-293-2850
PERSONAL, BUSINESS, HOME

SUMMER CAMP JOB FAIR
Florida Sheriffs Youth Camp
April 20, 12pm - 2pm, Barberville
386-749-9999 www.youthranches.org
EOE/DFWP

1O min. from UCF, Alafaya Woods,
4/2 Pool Home, Part. Furn. W/D,
Pool Table, $1.900/mo. plus Elect.
Avail. Mid-May, Ph. 321-544-2369

200

Looking for extra cash? Find it in herel
Dozens of jobs in each issue.Also view all
ads at www.UCFnews.com/classified

solar heated, screened pool, near
UCF. Fun, Fabulous home; avallable

now. $299.99 (904) 471-8865
Rent or LeasePurchase Fully
remodeled 2/2 w/loft townhouse. W/D
in unit. tile floors. living room and
dining area. Great investment for
college student.1 mile from UCF call
407-340-8124.
3bdrm/2.5ba townhome located in
Avalon Park. $1200 p/mon. Pets OK.
All appliances and athletic amenities
included. Larry_UCF@yahoo.com
UCF AREA- 4/2/2
W/D incl. $1200 Avail ASAP
407-948-8409

<

(

( ,

<

3/2 in Alafaya Woods $1100/month
Avail ASAP
4/2 in Regency Park $1450/month
Avail June 1st
3/2 in Summerfield $1095/month
Terri 407-509-4446

IT/Web Design tech to assist with
Powerpoint and Web Applications.
Email resume carlton@carltonferguson.com or 407-346-4406

University/Goldenrod 3/2/1. Private
rear porch lake views!
Tile/carpet/recent
roof/cul-de-sac $950/month.
Realty Group Specialists, LLC
lina Beshara (407) 359-9500

$$$ EARN CASH THIS SUMMER $$$
Family owned Wing House looking for
servers. Flexible hours. open TuesSat. Be out by 8pm! 407-277-7789

Summer Jobs
-$2100
-Co-Ed Camp
-Seven Weeks
-Room and Board Included

For more information, contact:

Lauren Craft
407-697-5710

1900 Howell Branch Road
Suite 100

Lauren_Craft@embarqmail.com

Winter Part, FL 32792

Amc,iam Family life As5ur11nce Comptmy of Coll1mbu; (Aflac)
Worldwide Headquan.ei-s • 1932 \Vynoton Road• Columbus, Georgia 31999

aflaC.COm

"Afl«c p_gents ate ir,dependept agents ond an: paid solely by c~mmission. See Associate's Agreement
2 S

2 06

Get Paid to Play!
The Florida Elks Youth Camp (FEYC)
needs male and female Summer camp
Counselors ages 18 and up. FEYC is
an overnight camp located off of
Highway 450 in Umatilla, FL. The
camp runs June 9th-July 26th. Please
contact Krys Ragland at 800-523-1673
ext 251 or 352-455-4267

Admin-Assistant/
Receptionist for private club in Winter
Park. Flexible daytime hours,
30-37 hrs weekly. Duties
include phones, office supplies, club
newsletter, emails, printed notices,
etc. Assists controller in general
accounting paperwork.
Acct. background a plus. Send
resume to diana@wprc.net or fax 407644-5515. DFWP
Looking for extra cash? Find it in here I
Dozens of jobs in each issue.Also view all
ads at www.UCFnews.com/classified

ATTN AD/PR/MARKETING
MAJORS!
Fall Marketing Internship Avallable!
Flex hours (10-15/week). Great
experience! Fast-paced work
environment. Must be energetic,
creative, hard-working!
UCF credit available.
Send resume w/ cover letter to
RyanM@KnlghtNewspapers.com.
Weekend Call Coord. for real estate
company located near UCF. Saturday
& Sunday daytime only. great pay.
Send cover letter and resume to
employment@kwwaterford.com
SALES/OFFICE ASSISTANT NEEDED!
Job starts beginning of May and
continues through Summer and Fall.
Includes assisting advertising director
and office management duties.
Previous office experience preferred.
Perfect for hard working and
responsible student looking to gain
experience!
$8/hr. plus bonus potential
Email resume and availabilty to
trishai@knightnewspapers.com

f

$1500 updated 3 BEDROOM/ 2 BATH/
2 CAR GARAGE Great home safe
neighborhood between goldenrod and
university. Close to UCF, resturaunts,target, and publix.Perfect for UCF or
Valencia students. All
appliances/washer and dryer.Will
consider pets. Year lease. Contact us
at Linds0630@aol.com,or call ryan at
{561 )706-7034.
$1800/month 4/3, 2 car garage, tile
through out, large fenced back yard, 2
lights to UCF. quiet
neighborhood, move in
ready, possible rent to own/owner
finance. 904-501-1464

3/2 House. Behind Waterford Town
Center. Gated community. Pond
behind house. Ceiling fan in all
rooms. W/d included. Close to UCF.
$1350/mo + deposit. (321) 297-5886
4/2.5 pool home for rent off
University near Suntree, 5 min
from UCF. Avail June 1st,
$475/bdrm + utll. Lawn, trash and

pool svc incl. Call 407-758-8578
Perfect House for Students.
Beautiful spacious 4 Bedroom
home on large lot 3 mi. from UCF.
$2000/mo. Inc. all utilities, wireless
Internet. 407-718-1273 or
850-449-4217
Waterford Lakes:
Large waterfront homes & townhomes
3, 4 & 5 bdrm $1 ,215 & up. Yard incl.
407-760-0768 ensorroso@hotmail.com
Charming 3/2 Condos near
Downtown Disney- for sale or rent
McNeely Realty
407-925-4816
2/2 condo walking distance to park, 3
mi. from UCF. Avail now! Incl. W/D,
$825/mo $500 deposit
407-923-6609

5 rooms available in house.
Screened in porch, near UCF and
VCC. 2 car garage, W/D
$360/mo/room Short-term OK, Pets
OK 813-964-7427
Cambridge Circle. 2bd/2bath
Townhouse, appliances, fenced yard.
Rent $825/mth. Move in special. Close
to UCF. Call Reeta 321 363 6345

$100 off first month's rent
when you sign before April 20th on
a single room in Northgate Lakes for
May, June, and July. Male or
female, all utilities Included. Call
Angel: 850-525-2604
2-2.5 TOWNHOME HAWTHORNE
GLEN, $1300/MONTH
AVAILABLE NOW!
352-642-2734

Ail utllltles paid, ail appilances
including washer/dryer, free
workout center and resort style
pooVclubhouse!!!!
3bd/2.5bath/2 car garage townhome
In Avalon Park. Fenced courtyard In
back. Only $550 each for three
students or $650 each for two
students. No worries but the
rent. 1bd/1 bath above the detached
garage already rented to a UCF grad
student. Available June 1 or sooner
if needed. Call 407-394-7799.
Available August 1st
3/2 duplex in Sherwood Forest
$975/mo
Close to UCF. W/0, dishwasher incl.
Call Heather 407-937-2900
or 402-208-7577
UCF one mile. 2b/2b duplex. Fence.
Large shed. Washer-Dryer. Ideal for 2
students! osb32816@bellsouth.net
UCF area, Cambridge Circle 2/2.5 bath ,
2 reserved parking spots, 1 year lease.
$775 and $900 rent, first mo. security
deposit Call 321-536-5430
CONDO - Hunter's Reserve, upstairs
corner unit. 2 bed/2 bath. $1000/mth.
Washing machine and vaulted ceilings
in unit. Largest floor plan. No pets.
Available Aug 1st. Call 407-230-2219

MUST SEE!!!
2bd/2.5ba fully renovated townhome in
Cambridge Circle italian tile throughout
all appliances incl. $1
deposit
$875/mo 407-416·8369

ooo

2 MONTHS FREE RENT!!!
Beautiful, fully furnished lake view,
1st floor, condo nestled in the heart
of Lake Mary. Move-in ready with
flexible lease terms. 2 months free
rent with the signing of 1 year lease.
No pets. 850-443-2193 or
Andrewchmll@gmall.com

Thursday, April 24, 2008
Registration 3 p.m. • Audition 4 p.m.

•

Disney's Animal Kingdom Rehearsal Facility
3271 Sherberth Road
Kissimmee, Florida 347 4 7
New hire Performers now receive

The following Positions:
Lifeguard • Ride Operator• Food &Beverage Cashier•
Food &Beverage Cook • Front Gate Assistance • Gift
Shop Assistance and more!

$11. 2 5 an hour when

Free Admission • Free Quarterly Tickets •College
Tuition Assistance· Referral Bonuses and More!

Cast Members receive Theme Park admission and discounts at select dining, merchandise,
and recreation locations. Full-time Cast Members may be eligible for medical, dental, and
vision coverage, plus paid vacation and sick leave.

A
1··

Hpplg now:

Visit the Casting Center
or call the Walt Disney WorU! Jobline at

A~

Where dream, come true

fi\\ out an at>Pucation
oNUNE\ \fisit
""eto\/1/ndor\ando,com

Call: Job Line (407) 248-1600
Email: hr@wetnwildorf.com
Visit: Human Resources daily between 9AM and 4PM

407.828.1000

te1cr~sNEfWOrld

•

Great Benefits Including:

performing in look-a-like roles!

~

<1

For more information, visit

Wet'n Wild Human Resources
6200 International Drive• Orlando, FL 32819
(407) 354-2085 • FAX (407) 345-1005

WaltDisneyWorld.jobs/Entertainment

EOE• Drawing Creativicy from Diversity• ©Disney

{f
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ml] ROOMMATES
$425/mo all util incl in a 4/3
1 M or F needed Nice Alafaya Woods
home. Avail ASAP Brian 321-948-3063
or Ted 407-496-3458
Clean F roommate wanted for 2/2.5
townhome in Cambridge Circle.
$515/mth all util. incl. Wireless, dig.
cable. AVAIL IMMEDIATELY. Only 5
min to UCFI NO SMOKING. No pets.
954-254-2493
Short Term Summer Sublease
Rooml in Village at Science Drive. F
only. Discounted price of $500/mo.
Avail Now-July 31,08. 813-907-9475
2 Female Roommates Wanted for
4/2 Spacious house in beautiful
Waterford Lakes. 5 miles from UCF.
$500/mo incl all util & h.s Internet.
863-398-6398 or 407-282-7TT4.

2
F roommate wanted to share 2/2 for
fall. Must be petfrlendly, reasonably
clean, fun to hang out with. rent no
more than $600 near UCF/Waterford.
call (561) 702-5178

2/2 Condo for rent near UCF. Both
rooms available!!! 575/mo plus 1/2
utilities. Cable already included, gated,
wood floors, pool and tennis, new appl.
Call 954-294-4365

F to share 4.5 house behind UCF in
Regency Park. Wireless intrnt, cable,
W/D, walk-in closet, spacious room,
nice neighborhood. Rent $400 plus
split utilities. Contact Naty at 407-6837413 or natyp84@gmail.com.

Rooms for rent in 6 bedroom

Room for rent @ Villas at Waterford
Lakes 2/2.5 2 story townhouse,
furnished & clean. Safe and quiet
neighborhood. 450/mo plus TT utilities.
Looking for someone responsible.
(305) 924-7813/ jason9090@gmail.com

Frist month FREE with one year lease.
Safe and quiet neighborhood. Rent
includes ALL utilities, fenced in
backyard, quiet roommates! 5 miles
from UCF and 2 miles from Valencia.
Call Ryan if interested @ (321 )2581391.

M/F 2BD/2.5BA TnHme 1 .5mi 2 UCF
450/Mo 500Dp Call Jennifer-321-2976604 or 407-493-2723

Room for rent with private bath
407-384-7080

Donate Plasma!
Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough

......

__ ··------------

Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CA$H by donating plasma
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including
children, with serious illneses.

DCI Biologicals 1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando 321-235-9100
•

..

* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months)
Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.
www.dciplasma.com

2

ACROSS
1 Schuss
4 New Orleans
University
10 Crow
14 Ages and ages
15 Endangered
antelopes
16 Dynamic prefix
17 Mythical bird
18 Political agitation
19 Ransack
20 Knock for a loop
22 Set up
24 Hold tight
26 Paper fasteners
27 Friendless
31 Memorable
period
32 Infamous Amin
33 ltsy-bitsy
35 Unruly kids
39 Evening in ads
41 Main field of
study
43 Recognized
44 Bowline and
granny
46 Sound
judgement
48 Pekoe or Assam
49 URL ending
51 Sailing sport
53 Bring to
fulfillment
57 Whole lot
58 Newspaper
opinion
61 Loco
64 Noble Italian
family
65 Mouse sound
67 View

.

68 Butt

69 Old World
70 Bo's number
71 Cinders of
comics
72 Less fatty
73 WWII spy org.

Roomate wanted in 2/2 at Arden Villas,
2 minutes from campus. Movie in
anytime before August. Large room,
walk in closet, and personal bathroom.
$521 +Utilites. Cats ok. Contact Tara
(321 )298-8708/tarakristelle@aol.eom

DOWN
1 Medieval
peasant
2 _-Ald
3 Disgursed
4 Vacationer
5 Pedestal vase
6 Ancient harp

Roomate wanted to share house with 2
graduate students. 3 bed, 2
bath, wireless internet, digital cable,
backyard, close to UCF and other
colleges. $415 for 12 months or $450
for 9 months. Utilities are split
between the number of
roomates. Available May 1st. Call
Noel for more information 561-3022998 or e-mail nmarie39@aol.com.
Roommates needed for 6 bedroom/2.5
bathroom house, minutes from UCF!
Rent is $450 including all utilities. Call
Laura at 386-416-9308 for details. =)
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Last issue solved
50 Tidbit
52 Black goo
53 Tractor
man
54 Fordffop
55 Essential
56 Umbrage

59 Invisible
emanation
60 Ponce de_
62 Final letters
63 Yearnings
66 Do monkey see
monkey do

2 b/r condo in mint cohd. 1 mile from
UCF. Partially furnished, many
upgrades and amenities. Contact
954-444-3854
College Condo Specialist
UCF, Full Sail, Valencia, Rollins
Call Richard Ritterpusch
RE/MAX 200 Realty
407-808-7987

MONTH OF MAY FREE!!!
M needed for furn. 3/3 in Tivoli. 58" TV,
leather couches, bdrm furnishing
optional. Call Eric 954-854-2507

Need Summer Storage???
Simply, go to www.StevesStoreAll.com
or call us at 407-782-7645 for details

Northgate Lakes Sublease. 1 Br in 3/3.
$530/mo May-Aug 08. All util, h/s int &
wash/dryer incl. Furnished. Many
amenities, shuttle to UCF.
305-803-9680

Native Russian Teacher/Scholar/
Translator has 5 openings for a
privately taught intensive workshop in
bilingual studies of English/Russian.
Course objectives - reading, speaking,
biligual translation (fiction, non-fiction,
technical). Requirements for applicants
are good command of English,
committment to study. 407-774-8025

F needed for 2 rooms in 4/4
Northgate Lakes. Clean, furnished, util
incl. $565/mo. Call Heather 863-2026691 Available May 1st-July 31st

4/4 in Peg. Land. available for the
summer. Low rate $525/month! Call
John ASAP @ (305) 454-3322 for
details.

m

$475/month (util incl) at Campus
Crossing. Unfurn room, FURNISHED
living area, townhouse style with 3
great roommates. Shuttle to campus,
two pools, close to campus. Avail.
ASAP Call Jeremy 727-235-5049

4/4 room in Pegasus Connection.
Quite roomates. Minutes away from
UCF. $100 off first months rent. Call
Mike at 321-302-2490
RENTER NEEDED to Sublease 1 BD
in a 4BD/4BA Apt. Jefferson Lofts.
Starting May 1st. Call 904-535-2845

TRAVEL

HEAVENLY TRAVEL
Go to www.heavenlytvl.com for all
travel needs! Call Edith 407-227-4072
or email Edith@heavenlytvl.com.

300

F wanted for 2/1 in The Lofts. Available
May 5. First Month FREE 569/month.
Includes utilities, cable, internet, free
tanning, gym, and pool. Fully
furnished. Call (813)361-9683 or email
breannucf@hotmail.com

•

CROW
I N E
E N ER

R

Male for 4/4 at The Jefferson Lofts,
$520/mo, Move in May 1-July 31, inc
util, pool, washer/dryer, Fully
Furnished! Email: xxdsegxx@yahoo.com or call (772) 215-6768

2/2ASAP 1 min. from UCF. $610/ea
all included. Shuttle to campus.
Contact: sparticuz85@gmail.com. Must
be a student.

•

IMAM
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M for 4/2 at Campus Crossing by May
1st., sublease for summer. $500
includes everything + fully furnished.
Contact Kevin at 407-493-4055,

1/1 in a 2/2 in May. $545 +

•

TAROSIASSNI
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7 Central lines
8 Fits inside
9 Real property
1O Shea or Wrigley
11 Add more
lubricant
12 Sprung up
13 Sackers of
Rome
21 Unrefined
mineral
23 Cutting remark
25 "Trees," e.g.
27 Chain unit
28 Valhalla bigwig
29 Coarsely ground
food
30 Have a ball
34 Hindu discipline
36 Course of
appetizers
37 Adolescent
38 Booty
40 And so forth
42 Romng in dough
45 Go it alone
47 Game board
piece

Female - 2/1 Furnished University
Apts. $450/month util. incl. Avail. May
1- August Only. Across from UCF!
Contact Karen 954-804-7280
M 1 room in 4/2 in Pegasus Pointe
$1,100 upfront or $480 a month
Fully furn., Shuttle to UCF, Utl. included
Apr.28-July31 Call Trevor 9045366992

1/1 in a 4/4 avail. ASAP in Pegagsus
Connection. $535/month includes
utilities, internet.cable, basktball crt,
pool, gym, free tanning, frees shuttle to
UCF.Call Julia for more info 561-3191902

4/18/08

® 2008 Trfbul"e Medi• servtcee, lne.
AU right& ""'erved-

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

$500/mon.(female) 1/1 in 2/2 at Peg.
Connection May-July 2008
Furnished, shuttle bus, ultilities
included, free cable (Very Cleanl)
Call Keirston at 813-728-0550

•

1

CROSSWORD

house with Pool, scrned in prch, W/D
fully furnished, no lease required, near
UCF and VCC $359/mo 813-964-7427
Room for rent available NOW in
beautlful house off 50 and Rouse.
$500 includes utilities. Must be
clean and pet friendly. Short term
leases are negotiable. Contact
Luisa: 954-864-6271,
lkapanama86@hotmall.com
Room for rent with private bath
407-482-9990

utlllties. unfurnished, huge closet,
shuttle to ucf, 24 hour gym.
second floor. great female
roommate :) Lease A untll July 09.
Call Gllllan 407-232-4742A

Friday puzzle:
Hard level

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

LOOK!! 3 rooms avail in a

ROOMMATE WANTED

Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level

6

3

4

,9

Room available in spacious home with
pool 3 miles from UCF. $465/mo
includes elec, cable, hi-speed internet.
water, maid service, etc. Steve 305281-3104 scasios76@aol.com

Hawthorne Glen N/S, Mature
1 BR w/ Prlv. Bath, Avail.
Early May: 407-617-8221

•

8
9

6

Monday puzzle:
Easy level

9 2

i

:,.....
Room for Rent in 3/2.5 lakefront 2story house off of Dean Road, N/S
only, $400 mo + split util. Avail. May
1st. Call 352-871-1488.
Room(s) for rent this summer with
Male roomates in NEW house behind
Waterford Lakes. $400/mo OBO. Mike:
(941 )376-0993

....----~---------~--~·-----·· ----·

that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.

5

7

•
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6 5

Need 2 roommates who can clean up
after themselves and are respectful.
No pets. 4/2 House in Regency Park
behind UCF. M or F. Avail 8/1.
$450/mo + util. $450 Dep. 12 mo.
lease.
Contact Ryan (407) 430-5136 or
greatryry@gmail.com

~-

4

1

home. Behind UCF. Internet/Cable,
utilities, W/D, dishwasher, community
pool, $525/month. 1 room avail.
immediately! M/F. Call 407-876-5697
or 407-408-0803
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5/3/3 mint cond. w/3006sf. Cypress
Lakes. $40K upgrades. Privacy
fence, 10x30 screen porch, ext.
garage, tons storage. Great buy @
$379,500. Donna McGarey, Chas.
Rutenberg, 407-415-9343.

Bani< Investments LLC.
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670 KisslmmEE AVE.
0cOEE. Fl. 34761

Our upbeat environment

•

401.656.1440

and stron9 company

OpEn 7 Days a WEEk

•

culture make the Elephant
Bar Restaurant the ideal
career choice for dynamic,
hospitality-minded people.
Come apply to join our team!

Applications accepted in person and
interviews be~in 4/7

FOUR POINTS bl SHERATON
5905 loternauonal Drive
Orlando. FL 32819
Studio One located off
the main lobbV
An Equal Opportunity Employer

www.MrRepo.com
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Think
Chill
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Surf
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